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TOM DIAMOND
ABOUT the Driver
Tom Diamond has over 10 years driving experience, and has
been a professional driver with AoK Trucking since July 2015.
Tom is described to be the most helpful employee AoK has
ever had. He does his job extremely well and he cares
about the company. He checks in on his days off and helps
with maintenance reports, checks for the best fuel prices
and offers to haul loads that other drivers don’t want. Tom
also trains younger drivers, and stay available to them when
they’re on their own. He does everything in his power to help
out anyway he can.

ABOUT the Company

Atlantic Provinces
Trucking Association

Wants to recognize the men and
women behind the wheel that make
our industry great
These professionals will be recognized
in the Atlantic Road of Fame.
Nominate your finest!
Tell us why your driver should be
APTA’s Professional Driver of the
Month.

AoK Trucking Inc.

AoK Trucking Inc., based in Woodstock NB, was established in
2011 by Jeff MacMullin. More than 20 years ago, Jeff
stepped into the driver’s seat of a tractor trailer and took off
with his first load. He had a vision that day; and that was to
own his own transportation company.
Forming long lasting relationships with drivers is imperative to
them. They respected & recognize drivers as the ‘backbone’
of their business. AoK’s pledge to drivers is to build a
company and team that drivers will be proud to work for.
For over five years, AoK has safely served their drivers and
customers. Their business is based on the ability to keep their
commitments, as they take these commitments very
seriously.
www.aoktrucking.com

CLICK HERE to nominate
For more information,
Please contact:
Danielle Hébert
dhebert@apta.ca
(506) 855-2782
105 Englehart Street, Suite 800
Dieppe, NB E1A 8K2
www.apta.ca

